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Here is my account of the story, which I initially mentioned here 
(http://chuvakin.blogspot.com/2007/04/answer-to-my-antivirus-mystery-
question.html), with some details changed to protect the innocent, who was 
smart enough to call me for help. 
 
What we have here is a fully patched Windows XP SP2 system (with automatic 
updates set to daily) and also: 
 
a) freshly updated (updates set to daily) and functioning Symantec Anti-Virus 
Corporate Edition version 10.X, configured with all protections, including 
spyware/adware (called “Security Risks” by the tool vendor) 
 
b) freshly updated Windows Defender version 1.X (set for daily updates and 
Quick Scans), also configured with all protections, and  
 
c) ZoneAlarm  free edition latest version 6.X with a well-tuned outbound rules 
and, obviously, nothing allowed inbound.  
 
The system was also hardened by removing a lot of the Microsoft protocols 
such as NetBIOS (just in case), killing many of the running services and 
configuring Internet Explorer (which was, I suspect, the weakest link still) to limit 
most of the "risky" stuff such as ActiveX, etc. 
 
One sad day (around 4PM on 3/29/2007, to be exact), the user of the above 
system noticed a series of outbound connection attempts reported by 
ZoneAlarm. Being somewhat paranoid, the user tried to click "Deny" on a 
ZoneAlarm pop-up, but this button was grayed out (uh-oh...). The next thing 
this IT-savvy user did was to Google the name of the executable that tried to 
connect  ("uvcx.exe") and discovered this (another uh-oh!), at which point he 
wanked the eth cable right out of the box - whack! :-) - and then shut down the 
system. 
 
When I arrived to the incident site, the system was still turned off so I booted it to 
investigate (after all, I was doing an “informal” investigation, not going through a 
full-blown forensics process) – and the first thing I saw was this: 
 



 
 
Isn’t it scary? If you are an avid ZonaAlarm user, you’d know that if you see a 
suspicious application going online, you click “Deny.” However, in the above 
case, this button is grayed out! 
 
So I don’t press anything. And decide to check the anti-virus and Windows 
Defender logs. 
 
A quick glance through Symantec AV revealed nothing which seemed obviously 
related: 
 



 
 
 
Gee, “Left Alone”, that helps! However, the timing of this event in the picture was 
pretty much when the first unusual behavior was reported; so it is at least 
interesting. 
 
Now, let’s check what Mr Defender thinks about it: nothing suspicious shows up 
on the main screen (and there are no items in the Quarantine either). However, a 
neat feature of Windows Defender called Software Explorer reveals that we are 
now totally and irrevocable 0wned (sad indeed):  

 



Ouch! Let’s look at the registry key mentioned above using “regedit.” 
 

 
 
 
Yup, 0wned indeed. Why the ***king thing allowed writing to registry without 
asking the user, as it should?  Good question! 
 
Well, what can I say – trust security software from Microsoft! I suspect if some 
Windows module is reused in the Defender and the same module has a flaw, 
Defender will share the same flaw with the exploited Windows component or 
application. Yes, my friend, yet another reason to look away from Microsoft for 
security solutions (yes, even if theirs grows to be better than whatever third party, 
it is still destined to share flaws with core Windows components which it is 
supposed to protect) 
 
After this I go and save the file E:\Windows\system32\uvcx.exe for analysis (I 
planned to shoot it over to VirusTotal http://www.virustotal.com and Normal 
Sandbox http://www.norman.com/microsites/nsic/Submit/en-us for analysis [or to 
do it myself if I have time]). File is available for sharing upon request! 
 
Here I decide to put Windows Defender to use and put that “Remove” button to 
good use to reverse the registry changes (yes, a manual registry clean would 
have worked as well – I obviously did verify whether WD did the trick… and this 
time it did) 
 
At this stage I knew that the machine is hosed and, even though I suspected that 
it happened through Internet Explorer, I had no clear idea how. So, web browsing 
history was the first natural thing to look at! However, I was up for a surprise: the 
history didn’t reach that moment in time (3/29/2007 4:20PM). It appears that 
when the user turned off the PC, IE didn’t have a chance to save a history file 
and the information was lost. 



Here is how this part of IE history looks in IEHistoryView tool: 
 

 
 
What is the manual way of recovering the browser history? Yes, a quick trip to 
the IE cache or Temporary Internet Files – and then some digging in the dirt of 
…/Temporary Internet Files/Content.IE5/<whatever> 
 
Just as expected, I found the file containing a copy of what would later become 
“uvcx.exe” located there: 
 
E:\Documents and Settings\<User Name>\Local Settings\Temporary 
Internet Files\ Content.IE5\S5SBJ1P8\ 
b1fd046f3c05b517d106b003853b1441[1] 
 
What is more fun, I found a few pieces of weird-looking HTML and encoded 
JavaScript dated at about the time of the incident. Here is a blurb: 
 



 
 
Full code available upon request. 
 
I have a suspicion that this is what did this box in.  At this point, I was curious 
what specific site did this to the system. Given the lack of browser history, a 
detailed user interview was in order (“What did you do? Have you searched? 
What for? What else? Etc, etc, etc) A few candidate sites emerged – and I visited 
them all using my stripped down version of the Opera, looking for the above 
Javascript code. It worked! One of the sites produce a blank page in Opera – and 
View Source showed code similar to the above… Are they owned themselves? Is 
that a malicious site? Just one more mystery of the World Wild Web … 
 
Finally, I submitted the file to VirusTotal (but more than a month after the 
incident!). Now, most of the vendors they use actually detect the culprit: 
 



 
 
However, thousands of similar types malware are lurking and infecting systems 
out there …  
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